
Stained Gla.s. Ancient and Modern. 

The limitations of the early manufacture of glass 
were an advantage to the early workers. The small size 
of the first sheets of colored glass made it necessary that 
the designer should execute his work in small pieces, 
insuring a juxtaposition of color. Much of the beauty 
which we now recognize and admire in old work is due 
to the fact that the artist or artisan was forced to 
subdivide his design into almost infinitesimal pieces 
in order to execute the same with economy in reference 
to material employed. Many happy accidents have 
thus been handed down to us. 

The celebrated windows at Notre Dame owe their 
great brilliancy and charm of color to the above-men
tioned fact. The celebrated glass at Saint Chapelle, 
so much written about, owes also its effect to this min
uteness of detail. 

The windows of the Seven Sisters in York Cathedral, 
England, are said to have been made by apprentices, 
and also, we are told, were executed from a lot of rem
nant glass that was supposed to be practically worth
less. The result obtained was so successful, and has 
been so much praised by connoisseurs from that time 
to the present., that these windows now stand as pos
sibly the best example extant of their peculiar kind of 
work. 

If we look at the early Dutch, Belgian, French, or 
English specimens, we find practically the same influ
ences at work in all these different schools-a certain 
simplicity of background with an elaboration of detail 
in some one central point, in most cases an escutcheon 
or family coat-of-arms. In the early Swiss glass we 
find this idea of centralization of ornament carried still 
further, while the regular escutcheon, family coat·of
arms, etc., were executed as in other cases, and 
imaginative center pieces were invented by the de
signer. Great numbers have been handed down to 
us, filled with all sorts of fantastic castles, knights, 
etc. , just as the mood happened to strike the artist or 
artisan at work. 

More elaborate glass treatment is to be found in the 
early figure work placed in the large cathedrals and 
churches throughout Europe. Here the same influ
ence was at work, and in almost all cuses secured an 
excellence of color which could not have been obtained 
by preconceived design, and that was the necessity of 
the workman to so subdivide his design as to represent. 
all details by very small pieces of glass. The result in 
these larger windows was the same as in the smaller 
lights already mentioned, and beautyandjuxtaposition 
of color was obtained, unsurpassed, unrivaled even at 
the present day. 

Age has also added to the beauty of cathedral glass. 
The climate in certain countries, especially in England, 
has so soiled and dimmed these windows that they now 
have an artistic quality of color unrivaled by any work 
produced at first hands. This point was most strik· 
ingly exemplified when, a few years ago, an attempt 
was made in England to cleanse certain of the old 
cathedral windows, the beauty of which had been 
famous for many centuries. No sooner had the work
men performed their task than the windows were 
found to be crude and garish in color, m uch of the 
very quality which had caused them to be models for 
later glass work was destroyed, and the value of the 
windows completely lost. This is but one of the many 
instances which could be given to illustrate the state
ment that the peculiarity of the color of the old win· 
dows is produced by age and accident more than by 
the ability of the glass workers first executing them. 

The modern glass worker is expected to obtain the 
rare color of the old work with the more perfect design 
and drawing of modern times. The task is not an 
easy one. In order to obtain the brilliancy of color of 
the old cathedral glass, the modern designer must of 
necessity so subdivide his window as to gain the same 
juxtaposition of color by the use of very small pieces. 
As these pieces are of necessity fastened together 
by the leads. the result is a large mass of black 
in the completed window. For this reason many 
of our most prominent designers have lowered the 
tone of glass so that their windows are almost 
black; in fact, the color is visible only on a bright, sun
shiny day. This depth of color has been called for by 
the great number of black lines introduced, and by the 
mechanical necessity of putting the glass together with 
leads. An effort is being made at the present time to 
overcome this difficulty. The modern designer is at
tempting-with what success will soon be shown-to 
produce a stained glass window which is not only rich 
in color by the juxtaposition of different tones, but is 
also light in color. The mechanical difficulties are 
very great, but the improved leads now used, and the 
modern stiffening bar, it is hoped, will be able to over
come these. 

In household work the modern designers may truth
fully be said to have far surpassed the work of their 
ancient fellow-craftsmen. Outside of the simple, clear 
leaded lights of the Dutch and Belgian school, and the 
heraldic light of the middle ages with their coats-of
arms, escutcheons, etc., little household glass can be 
said to have been executed up to the present time. 
Now, however, this hal; been changed. Every build-
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ing of any im portance has some small portion of leaded 
glass. Every city hall, every State bouse, every private 
residence of any importance, has one or more leaded 
lights, in many cases a great number, and this con
stant demand for leaded work has created a school of 
glass in America which is unsurpassed by any other at 
the present day. The use of the delicate American 
opal for the accentuation of the ornament against a 
background either in clear white, white rippled, white 
Venetian or white cathedral, has opened up a field of 
design which has never been equaled.-Kate Field's 
Washington. 
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A FENDER FOR CABLE OR TROLLEY CARS. 

@orresponilence. 

Repairing COllllllutatorll. 

To the Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN: 

In your issue of April 27, G. H .  G. asks for some 
composition for filling cracks in a commutator. You 
reply that the only way to repair will be to take the 
commutator apart and replace the mica. But if he 
happens to have no appliances for this work, a tem
porary repair can be made of thick shellac solution 
and dry plaster of Paris. Fill the crack with the shel
lac, then put on the plaster, kneading with a knife 
blade until it is stiff and smooth. Let it dry five or six 
hours or longer before scraping off the top even with 
the surface. It should be thoroughly dry before the 
arma t ure is uRed. 

I have used this method for repairing street railway 
motor armatures for more than a year, and no arma
tures have come back in that time for a fault due to 
this filling. A. A. 

Covington, Ky. 

A New Italian Lake. 

The illustration represents a light and inexpensive 
device, readily transferable from one end of the car to 
the other, for picking up and carrying without in

jury until the car is stopped persons who may be 
caught in the way of a moving car. It has but few 
parts, may be l'eadily raised and lowered by the grip
man or motorman, and its supports are clear of the 
tracks, b umpers, and drawheads of the car. It has been 
patented by Mr. Louis F. Trinchard (address in care of 
F. Querens, Jr .. P. O. box 905, New Orleans, La.) The 
main frame of the fender consists of two end bars, 
shown in full in the small figure, and a front bar held To go to bed in a plain and to get up on the banks 

at its ends in the eyes of the end bars. A central in- of a lake, to lie down an agricultural laborer and to 

termediate semicircular socket section of the end bar wake a fisherman, is not a common experience, says 

rests on a pivot bar of a bifurcated hanger, there the Florentine correspondent of the Scotsman, even in 

being a latch above the pivot bar, and the rear end these days of telluric storm and seismic convulsion. 

of each end bar is received in an opening in a trans. Such, however. is precisely what has just happened, 

verse suspension bar connected by a yoke with a and not many miles f!'Om Rome. Alighting at the sta

bridge bar just behind the dashboard, as shown in tion of Monte Rotondo, famous for a Garibaldian 

the broken·away portion of the main v iew. On this victory, which preceded by a few days the Garibaldian 

bar is an elbow lever connected with a hand lever defeat at Mentana on November 2, 1867, you proceed 

by moving which to the right or left the fender ma; I 
to Leprignano, not far from Castelnuovo di Porto. 
This is a hamlet numbering about one thousand "ouls, 
chiefly agricultural in their calling. It stands some 600 
feet above the sea level, on a plateau to the right of the 
Tiber, near the valley watered by the Gramicia tor
rent. Few visitors but those interested in Etruscan 
antiq uities are ever seen at Leprignano, quite unattrac
tive as it is, except for the ruins of Capena, that an
cient Etruscan city whose importance may even now 
be gaged by the number and quality of its tombs. On 
the morning of the 8th instant, however, the little ham
let was conscious of a profound rum bling, the prelim
inary to further sounds of similar import, announcing 
the noise it is now making in the world. On the 1 2th 
and 13th the rumbling was repeated, and on the latter 
date it was found that the EOil occupying a space of 
six hectares had collapsed, and that the vacuum had 
been filled with water, forming quite a respectable lake. 
Sulphurous gases bubbled up to the surface, disclos
ing the springs from which the lake is fed, while from 
its raw margin emanated similar exhalations, finding 
their vent throngh the numerous cracks that run their 
eccentric course around it. All the countryside turned 
out to witness the improvised sheet of water, and some 
young peasants, more adventurous than their fellows, 
advanced toward the brink, only to feel the earth giv
ing way beneath them and to get a good ducking. 
The extreme unsteadiness of the surrounding- soil, 
indeed, favors the view that the lake will gradually 
widen in circumference, for already there have been 
land!llips at various points of its margin, followed im· 
mediately by a rise of the water. 

TRINCHARD'S CAR FENDER. 

be raised or lowered. The front bar of the fender 
frame has at its ends rollers adapted to travel on 
the rails when the fender is lowered. 
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Well Cared FOI·. 

This means much in homing pigeon keeping. Your 
feed must be of the best, and your supply of water the 
freshest and in plentYj also a pan of grit and ground 
oyster shells, good sUlall Canadian peas, and some 
vetches, together with hulled oats, are the correct 
standard feed for the American racer at this period, 
with a few handfuls of small corn during an occasional 
cool spell or after a hard fly, and you must not forget 
the bathtub on every bright and warm day. The bath
tub for the racing homer, I think, is a superh institu
tion and works wonders, despite the fact that very 
many of the best Belgian fanciers rarely supply them 
to their birds. It is within the power of any of our 
young flying fanciers to bring theil' birds into fit racing 
condition, if they are patient, attentive, and watch 
their birds closely, giving them the best quality of feed 
obtainable. and not try to breed from and race their 
birds at the same time. All this, coupled with a clean, 
sweet loft, ample ventilation, and enough exercise 
without fatiguing them, will certainly have good re
sultsj but if they think all this too much trouble and 
feed and breed indiscriminately, with lots of hemp 
seed, common and cracked corn, and lazily loaf around 
in the sunshine and the loft all day, then they will 
score more misses than hits, and the 200 miles station 
will settle them sure.-Amer. Fancier. 

Honors for Lord Rayleigll. 

The fortunate discoverer of argon has been made the 
recipient of the Faraday medal, which is a gift of the 
London Chemical Society. 

A recent issue of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN (May 
11,1895) in a review of the late meeting of the National 
Academy of Sciences, held in Washington, also calls at
tention to the fact that the Barnard medal was this 
year given to Lord Rayleigh for his discovery of argon 
in the atmosphere. 
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Fires Caused by Incandescent Lalllps. 

An investigation into the cause of a fire in a Winter 
Street dry goods store, in Boston, recently, resulted in 
demonstrating that an incandescent electric lamp will 
generate sufficient heat to set inflammable material 
into a blaze. The fire in question, for which a still 
alarm was given, was caused by allowing an incandes
cent lamp to remain for a few moments on a pile of 
cotton cloth in the packing room. The person in 
charge left the room for a few moments, not dreaming 
but that it was safe to leave the lamp on the cloth. 
When he returned the cloth was blazing. The fire 
was soon put out, and not much damage was done. 

This case recalls one reported from Louisville, Ky .. a 
few months ago, the Boston Journal of Common adds, 
which demonstrates the same thing. The fire started, 
says the Insurance Herald, while the window dresser 
was preparing a Christmas snow scene. The window 
was lighted with incandescent lights, which it appears 
had not been changed for a year, except when made 
necessary by accidental breakage. The carbon in an 
incandescent globe has a life of 600 hours, aud as it 
wears out the carbon loop offers increasingly less resist
ance to the current. and, therefore, increasingly more 
heat is thrown off upon the glass bulb and even upon 
the metal stems to which the globes are affixed. When 
a new light is attached the globe becomes only warm 
under continuous use, but after it gets old the globes 
are hot and the stems attain burning heat. The 
dresser was filling the floor of the window with loose 
cotton upon cheesecloth, to repre�ent snow. This was 
packed closely around the stems and globes of the 
electric lights, and there is  no doubt that the inflam
mable cotton, touching the burning hot stems and 
globes1 caused the fire. 
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